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Want more? Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! Shiksha-Manobiggyan by Pramodbandhu Sengupta ebook pdf. The book ‘Education-Psychology’ is written by Professor Promodbandhu Sengupta. The book Name: Shiksha-Manobiggyan (Education-Psychology), The book format – PDF file. Number of pages – 622. Professor Promod Bandhu
Sengupta is a prominent professor at Krishnachandra College in Birbhum district of West Bengal. The book Shiksha-Manobiggyan (Education-Psychology) is the second paper of education for three year undergraduate students according to the syllabus of the three year degree course of the universities of West Bengal. This book has been written with
the help of some special authors. Books written by psychologists such as James, Ross, Gates, Stafford, Woodward, and Boarding have been used in this context. Moreover, all the authors who have already written Bengali textbooks on educational psychology have also received help from their books. Psychology The theoretical science of organism’s
behavior analyzes, classifies, determines and explains the nature, rules, causes, and consequences of mental processes based on organism’s behavior, and describes the physiological processes associated with mental processes. The English word education is derived from the word “educare”. Educare means mastering techniques or gathering
information. In ancient times, the information that people gathered to prepare for the struggle of life was called this ancient interpretation of education. In the present general sense, education is considered to be the right form of education. By education, the common people understand the knowledge of books acquired in schools or other educational
institutions. In other words, the experience or information that we get with the help of books is education. By education in this sense we prepare the student for a particular social or economic purpose. Needless to say, this is the narrow meaning of education. This education is limited to a particular level of human life. But the nature of education is
not rooted in this narrow sense of education. The scope of education is equivalent to lifelong education. Lifelong learning agrees with science. The broader meaning is that new life experiences change our behavior. In this broad sense There is no fault in being educated even if there is no birthright for every human being, so there is no human being
who is educated and uneducated in a broad sense. World nature is the only teacher and every human child is a lifelong student. Education in the broadest sense supports the development of human life. As soon as a child is born on earth, the game of development begins in his life and ends with the birth of a child in death. Ashes in death It is
important to note that change in behavior Education in that experience but that change should be ethical, desirable in human life, helpful in achieving social norms, lying, stealing, deception, etc. Criminal experience also changes our life and helps us to behave in practice. I can’t. In fact, education is not the only purpose of preserving the existence of
the individual and the society. One of the functions of the nature and education of the individual and the society is to regulate the behavior of the individual according to the ideals of the individual and society. The nature of educational psychology is not distinct from general psychology. The application of the principles of psychology in the field of
education has led to the emergence of individual educational psychology. In fact education-psychology is a special branch of psychology. By education we mean a meaningful and integrated change in human behavior, and we call psychology our behavioral science. Different psychologists have given different definitions of psychologists and there is
considerable disagreement among psychologists about the exact association of psychology. So we think this book is suitable for gaining a better understanding of our psychology. By reading this book, it is possible to know about psychology and different aspects and topics of psychology. So we have given the PDF file of the book Shiksha-Manobiggyan
(Education-Psychology) on this web-page. You can read and collect the book from our website. Below is the link to the collection of the book. Shiksha-Manobiggyan (Educational-Psychology) PDF file. Home / Reference Books / Modern Educational Psychology ₹140 Content Chapter : 1
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Publication-RBA Author-Dr.Gargi Dutt,Dr.Subir Nag Please read this carefully before you
download this file. (First of all, download the zip file and then unzip or extract the file. then you will see a pdf file. if you don't understand how to do that, then please check the below button.) How to extract (Mobile) How to extract (PC) Educational Psychology Books In BengaliMonobiggan Book Pdf Free DownloadGLOBAL COGNITIVE THEORYThere
are four PDF books to download on the Global Cognitive Theory and the essay of the EDI Study - Evolution and Design of Intelligence.The first PDF book is about the brain as an organ specialized in data processing of information, the common characteristics of intelligence and memory.Educational Psychology Books In BengaliMonobiggan Book Pdf
Free DownloadHow can we free ourselves from mental suffering? How can we unlock what the poet William Blake referred to as “the mind-forged manacles” - those unhelpful, unfounded and inflexible habits of thought which keep us from reaching our true creative potential?This book provides practical advice on how to achieve this.But it also offers
an imaginative holistic theoretical framework for an understanding of the nature of the universe, the psychological history of the human race and the meaning of life.Page 2 Career Development Theory PdfWHY ANNE ROE’S VOCATIONAL THEORY IS ROOTED IN MASLOW’S THEORYAccording to Roe, a depends upon how she was treated by her
parents.In 1956, Ann Roe, a clinical psychologist, developed a theory related to parenting styles and occupational choices. Using Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, roe theorized that a person is disposed to certain occupations based upon the way he is raised. Roe broke parenting styles down into three major categories, “emotionally concentrated”,
“avoidance prone”, and “accepting”. While series flaws in her theories have been identified, her model was the first to link childhood events and with career choices.1.EMOTIONAL CONCENTRATION: Parents in this category are overprotective or too demanding. The over protected child learns to follow the rules and becomes dependent upon the
approval of others for self-esteem. The child with too-demanding parents learns that high standards must be met to receive approval and therefore tends to become a perfectionist2. AVOIDANCE: Parents in this category range from those who neglect their children to those who reject them. Believe they lack value because their basic needs are
ignored.3. ACCEPTING: These are parents who accept their children as they are and meet both their physical and psychological needs.These children learn that they have intrinsic value, which is not dependent upon their performance.CATEGORIES OF OCCUPATIONSRoe also developed a new system for classifying occupations. She identifies eight
occupational group. Survive, business contact, organization, technology, outdoor, science, general culture, and arts and entertainment. She further identified six occupational levels based upon degree of responsibility, capacity and skill.These levels are; professional and managerial with dependent responsibility,.WEAKNESSES OF THEORYMany felt
that roe’s theory was premature, lacking adequate research over a long enough period of time to show whether career choices could be clearly linked to parenting styles. In 1990, roe herself determined that there is no direct link between parent child relations and occupational choice. Other weaknesses of her theory include failing to provide an
explanation of how socio-demographic variables affect career choice and roe’s disinterest in determining how her theory could be used in practical application.VALUE OF THEORYWhile the theory that parent-child relations direct impact a person’s future career choice was subsequently kind to link childhood factors to future career choices and
therefore put roe ahead of he time.She also identified a number of other variables affecting career choice and assigned them weights of importance. These variables included gender, the state of the economy, family background, education, physical impairments, friends and chance.This was significant in that it recognized that there are many different
variables affecting a person’s choice of occupation and that these variables carry different weight over time.CRITICAL OVER VIEW OF ANNE ROE’S THEORY OF VOCATION AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO MASLOW’S THEORY.Anne Roe is trained as a clinical psychologist, Anne Roe began her development of a theory of personality career choices
through observation of artists and research scientists focusing on “possible relationship between occupational behaviour (not just choice) and personality” (Roe and Lunenburg, 1990, p. In looking at previous studies, roe identified and categorized a list of needs involving person’s feelings concerning work. Common threads in these studies were bodily
well-being, a need for food, a need for activity, and a need for self-realization through a work.Roe (1956) agreed that people do not work just to earn a living but that “much more is involved in and expected of a job than a pay check (p.23). From these studies and he own work, Roe determined that one’s occupation forms a major focus through
thoughts and activities. As part of her own theory, roe turned to maslow’s (1946) hierarchy of needs including: physiological needs safety needs, need for belongingness and love, need for importance, respect, self-esteem, independence, need for information, need for understanding, need for beauty and a need for. Maslow’s theory indicated people
feel more urgency to satisfy the basic needs of food, shelter, and safety before they are capable of expressing needs on the higher levels and consequently, these other needs remain unachievable to the average individual until those basic needs are satisfied.Roe (1956) decided her use of maslow’s hierarchy was fairly obvious, i.e., “in our society there
is no single situation which is potentially so capable of giving some satisfaction at all levels of basic needs as is the occupation (p.29) of the person involved. Roe (1956) emphasized the interaction of heredity and environment as the focus of her work. Roe (shart, 1992) decided intelligence and temperament were limited in development by heredity, but
interest and aptitudes tended to be determined by satisfaction or frustration through how well individual needs are fulfilled during interactions with others.Needs that are easily satisfied will not become motivators, but needs which are difficult to satisfy, or frustrated, may indeed become motivators. For example a person may seek information about
a certain subject. If that subject is introduced during school class time, student may develop further interest if information is presented in such a way as to stimulate that interest, but if the student become frustrated by inability to grasp the information or difficult with absorption of the information, interest may not develop. If satisfied with the effort
made, the student will work harder to learn more about the subject. If rewarded when meeting this inmost need, the student may be further motivated by seeking additional praise or higher grades.General childhood development theory led roe (1956) to theorize the psychchological climate of the home: I.W., concentration on the child, avoidance of
the child, or acceptance of the child brings about certain types of personalities within the child. Parental concentration on the child can be overprotection which encourages dependence within the child, restricting curiosity and exploration, or over demand from the child which seeks perfection and sets high standards of behaviour.Parental avoidance
of the child can be emotional rejection by lack of love and affection or by criticism, or neglect when the child is ignored due to parental concern with their own affairs, work, other children, and such. Parental acceptance of the child can be casual in which a minimum of love is offered, or loving with a warmer attitude while not fostering
dependency.Roe further stated the parental attitudes of concentration or avoidance within homes caused children to be self-centered, aware of others views of themselves. These same children grow to be people who wish to be in positions of strength when dealing with others and may develop aggressive or defensive attitudes towards others,
preferring to deal with data or thing in their choice of occupations rather than people.Children growing up in accepting homes are not as likely to be aggressive or defensive, but more interested in working with people rather than data or things in their occupations (roe, 1956).In support of Reo, Dawis (1997) stated that needs interacting with
parent/child practices and attitudes produce a basic personality orientation, toward persons or toward non-persons, influencing the development of the work personality and vocational behaviour of the individual. Based on this, Roe;s theory (OsiPow, 1973), Walsh and Osipow, 1983, Roe, 1956, Roe and Lunnebory, (1990) posted.1.Limits of potential
development are set by genetic inheritance, including intellectual abilities, temperament, interests, and abilities.2. General culture background and socio-economic position of the family affect the unique experiences of the individual.3. Individual experiences which are governed by involuntary attention determine the pattern of development of
interests, attitudes, and other personality variables that have not need genetically controlled.a. Early satisfactions and frustrations as evidenced by the family situation, particularly relations with the parents, i.e, over protectiveness, avoidance or acceptance of the child are evidence of individual experiences.b.Degrees of needs satisfaction determine
which of Maslow’s needs will become the strongest motivators4. The eventual pattern of psychic energies; i.e attention directed, is the major determinant of interests.5. The intensity with which an individual feels (Maslovian) needs and the satisfying of these needs determine the degree of motivation to accomplish.Dissatisfied with available
classifications of occupations, Roe (1956) also developed a listing of eight occupational groups including service, business contact, organization, technology, outdoor, science, general culture and arts/entertainment. These groups were further divided into six levels based on degree of responsibilities capability and skill needed to perform at each level,
ranging from unskilled to professional and managerial levels.Descriptive research conducted by roe on artists and research scientists prior to her theory development was “primarily a series of investigations into personality characteristic, background factors, aptitude, and intellectual abilities as theory related to vocational choice” (Osi pow, 1973,
p.Brown (1990b) felt roe demonstrated little interest in practical application of her own ideas, doing little research following pronouncement of her theory.Brown, lum and voyle (1997) argue that Roe’s theory has been too easily abandoned through misconstrued, invalid empirical tests of her hypotheses about parent/child interactions and their
relation to career choice behaviour. Additionally, brown and voyle (1997) state that Rose’s theory provides the only available model for linking early childhood experiences, development of an individual’s need structure, and volational behaviourAlthough Rose (Rose and lanneborg, 1990) developed only one measurement device, the parent-child
relations questionnaire (PCRQ), used to explore basic orientations of people based on their early childhood experiences, other parishioners have developed many instructions base on Roes theory. Examples of instruments based on Roes theory include the career occupational preference system COPS and the computerized vocational information
system CVIS.Osipow 1973 and Walsh and Osipow 1983 criticized the lack of empirical support of her theory work by Kinnane and pable 1962 supported parts of Roes theory but did not rule out other theories. Studies conducted by Levine 1963, switzer, crigg, miller, and young 1962,and utton 1962 supported Roes theory of person and non person
orientation, but provided no support on how or if background factors described by Roe influenced the development or no development of these preferences. Studies conducted by Belz and geary 1984, cairo 1982, Erb and smith 1984, and Gordon and Avery 1986 use roes occupational groups and levels successfully in predicting target occupations,
change within adjacent work fields and job perceptions. Forty years later, roe’s theory and classification of occupations is still the subject of research with Tracy and rounds (1994) study of interest fields and meir, esforms and friedland’s (1994) use of the course interest inventory based on roe’s classification to investigate holland’s constructs of
congruence.(1997), Dawis (1997) and lunnebory (1997) called for additional research to more accurately test roe’s theory as a means of better understanding early childhood experiences as they may relate to the development of an individuals need structure.Lunneborg and Roe (1990) agreed with Walsh and Osipow (1983) that Roe greatest
achievement may lie not empirical research but in career conusellors use of the two-way job classification system and obtain(ing) a family history from their clients (based on roe’s dimensions of people vs. Ideas” (Walsh & Osipow, p. Roe (1956) herself felt more attention should be paid to the role of occupation in the life of an individual and that
occupations should be open to all, particularly women and minorities, since appropriate work can be satisfying not only to society but to the individual.NO 2 QUESTIONTHREE EXAMPLES OF HOW ANNE REO’S THEORY CAN BE APPLIED IN MY LOCAL COMMUNITY (I.E UMUIRE OMOBA COMMUNITY)1. Any counselor using this theory in my local
community (i.e. Umuire Omoba Community) could use it as a spring board for guidance programme in the schools for young ones can easily identify their needs.2. Secondly, the counselor will know that the first major thing in vocational guidance should be to find out the clients life orientation, interest and abilities before thinking of matching
career.Career Development Theory PdfThe counselor in my local community should use the inherent qualities in the theory which provides the framework for identification of personality characteristic and potentialities in relation to environmental characteristics in his/her work.3. Lastly, the theory could be used by the counselors in my local
community to assess the client’s family background in relation to the problems exhibited by the client.REFERENCESNational guidance research forum: psychodynamic Theories,Jemy Bimrose, September 2004. University of Dayton:Anna rose’s Theory of occupational choice.Abraham Maslow: Maslow’s hierarchy of needs “careerdevelopment and
system theory; connecting theoryMcmahion”, Wendy Patton and Mary McMahon; 20062014 American psychological association.Bordin, E.S. (1994) “Intrinsic motivation and the active self:convergence from a psychodynamic perspective, inSavickas, M.L.(Eds) convergence in careerdevelopment theories, Palo alto, Califomia Cpp Books,pp 5361.Brown, D. (1990) “Summary, comparism & critique of themajor Theories; in Brown, D., Books, L. & Association(Eds), career choice & development, San Francisco,Tossey Bass, pp338-363.Maslow, A.H.(1964) Motivation and personality, New York,Harper and Row.Roe, A. (1956) the psychology of occupations, New YorkWiley.Roe, A. (1957) “Early
determinants of vocational choice,Journal of Counseling psychology, Vol. 3 pp 212-217 WHY ANNE ROE’S VOCATIONAL THEORY IS ROOTED IN MASLOW’S THEORY. TO GET THE FULL DELIVERED TO YOUR INBOX OR DOWNLOAD INSTANTLY, PAY N5000Via: BANK BANKACCOUNT NAMEACCOUNT NUMBERDIAMOND BANKFREEMANBIZ
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3.Contact Us: +653 or +012.AnnRoe's theory is the most deterministic approach. Roe believed that the type ofparenting one receives influences the career choice of child - innatetendencies and expression of needs. Career choices gratify one's needs.Children whose parents provide a warm, accepting, and protected environmentchoose personoriented occupations.Children whose parents were cold orrejecting choose technical or scientific careers. 'An appropriate andsatisfying vocation can be the bulwark against neurotic ills or a refuse fromthem. An inappropriate vocation can be sharply deleterious.'Page 3 We talk our experience at Framer Loupe, Rafa's new Apple Watch, and Solo
(hopefully. InVision: The Digital Product Design platform used to make the world's best customer experiences. Kevin's iOS app that will be: Photo Edit. Conversational UIs, Kevin is building a bot, Pulls for macOS, and Rafa gets a new job.I've always been a Windows desktop user, but until this point I've never built my own desktop from scratch. I
finally decided to teach myself how to build the ultimate PC for video and photo editing and I'm bringing you along for the ride. At the start of this article I will explain the basic process of choosing components for your desktop. The second half of this article will be about our specific build. We have created a video of the entire process and a list of
each component we used. How to Build Your Own Computer for Photo and Video Editing The absolute best resource I have found for building a PC from scratch is. This website allows you easily compare and purchase every possible component for your build while also warning you of any incompatibilities and finding you the best price for each
part.You can use the tips I give you below to easily build a completely unique computer from scratch using PCPartPicker. Now let's get started. Choose a Processor First Every PC build should begin with choosing a processor. The processor socket size will determine your motherboard, and your motherboard will then determine which case and other
components you buy as well.First, you'll need to decide what your computer will be used for. Some Adobe programs, like Premiere, can take advantage of multiple cores while other programs, like Lightroom, utilize more clock speed.If you're only going to be using your computer for photo editing, you may want to buy a chip like the Intel simply
because it has a native 4.2 clock speed. If you're working in Premiere like we are, you may want to buy a chip with more cores and a slightly lower clock speed. AMD vs Intel AMD has recently released the 'Ryzen' series of processors which are (at least on paper) more powerful and cheaper than the Intel competitors. Sadly, at the time that this article
was written, Adobe software doesn't seem to be totally optimized with these processors. Puget systems has done a with these new chips and Adobe Premiere and found that Intel may still have the edge. If you want to go the AMD route stay tuned for Adobe updates, these chips may be a far better choice than Intel in the future but they aren't
necessarily today.Choose a CPU Cooler Your computer's case will have its own fans but each processor will need it's own heat sync and fan or a water cooling system. A fan is the cheapest option but water cooling will allow you to overclock your CPU if you want to get that deep into this (we won't be overclocking our machine). Will be able to show
you which coolers are compatible with your processor. Choose a Motherboard After you've chosen a processor, you'll need to choose a motherboard with a compatible socket size. Make sure you consider how many DIMM slots for ram you will need, if the board has onboard Wi-Fi, how many SATA jacks are available for hard drives, SSDs, and optical
drives, and other perks like USB C, Thunderbolt 3, USB 3.1, and Ethernet. If you want your computer to have more than one graphics card, you'll need a motherboard that is SLI capable.Choose Your Memory or 'RAM' At this time, in 2017, you're probably going to either want 32 GB or 64 GB of RAM. We built ours with only 32 GB because we know
it's an easy upgrade to 64 GB if we find that our computer is using 100 percent.RAM also has its own clock speed and different boards and processors allow for different speeds. Again, will be able to help you with this. Choose Your Storage If you're building your own computer in 2017 you are going to want at least one solid state drive to house your
operating system. SSDs are more expensive than standard hard drives but they are about three times faster, quieter, and more reliable. For our build we will be using two different SSD drives. One for the operating system and one for storage and to edit from. M.2 is a new type of solid state storage that some motherboards accept.These cards can
perform much faster than standard SATA SSDs and they may not necessarily cost more. In our build we didn't use our M.2 slot but we probably should have. I may end up replacing my 500gb main SSD for an M.2 SSD. Choose a Video Card Depending on what you are doing with your PC, a video card might be the most important piece of hardware or
the least important.Playing current video games and editing in Adobe Premiere require high end video cards while Photoshop and Lightroom may not utilize the video card at all. If you're only interested in editing photos I would suggest a much cheaper video card like the that can still push dual 4k monitors and is a quarter of the price of the one we
put in our machine. Choose a Case Cases come in all shapes and sizes and after choosing the components above, will help you to find the case that will hold them all. For me, I wanted to have a case that had USB 3 on the front and had a glass windowed side panel. Choose an Optical Drive I almost never use an optical drive but once every couple of
years I might need one. It's also easier to install Windows with an optical drive if you have a disc.If you don't have an optical drive you'll have to create a bootable USB drive and it's very time consuming. I would suggest buying the cheapest optical DVD drive on the market if you don't plan on using one very often; they're only $20.Choose a Power
Supply Once again is going to be your best resource for choosing a power supply because it will keep track of the power draw of each of the components in your machine. A seasoned builder recently told me that he prefers to overpower his machines because he feels that the power supplies will last longer and give him the option of upgrading
components in the future without buying a new power supply. Choose Your Operating System If you've never built a PC before you may not realize that you do actually have to buy Windows. B&H sells an OEM version of Windows 10 Pro for $139. Make sure that you buy the 'Pro' version because other versions will not take advantage of our RAM.
Other Items to Buy If your motherboard doesn't have Wi-Fi or Ethernet built in and you need those features, you'll need to either buy a USB adapter or a PCI card with those features.You'll also need to purchase monitors. We prefer 1080 or 1440 monitors for photo editing machines, and 4K for video editing and all around machines. You'll also need a
mouse and keyboard. Our favorites are the. Now that you know the basics of building a PC, lets me show you what we chose to build and how we did it. Our PC Build We created a video that takes you through our entire build. Below I've created a list of every component that we used plus recommendations for cheaper and more expensive options. If
you want to build our exact machine you can simply buy the parts and follow along with our video.If you want to customize your machine, each of your parts should be run through to check for compatibility issues before purchasing. Processor We purchased this chip because it has the perfect balance of extra cores and clock speed. We purchased it
with Adobe Premiere in mind and if you aren't going to be working in Premiere very often, you won't need to spend this much.For Photoshop and Lightroom: Budget Option: No Budget Option: CPU Cooler The CPU cooler we purchased may actually be a little underpowered for our build. Multiple people have commented that we might be wise to
purchase a better cooler for both better performance and chip lifespan. You may want to splurge for the option below. No Budget Option: Motherboard This motherboard is relatively cheap but still comes with USB 3.1, USB C, 8 DIMM slots for RAM, and 6 SATA.My only wish is that this card had Wi-Fi. No Budget Option: This motherboard comes with
Wi-Fi, and will accept a Thunderbolt 3 add-on card. RAM This is extremely fast RAM that comes with two 8 GB chips. We purchased two packages for a total of 32 GB but you could buy four for a total of 64 GB of RAM. No Budget Option: (buy four for 128 GB) Storage I failed to realize that the motherboard that I chose does in fact have an M.2 slot
that can be used for a new type of SSD drive. This port allows for much faster speeds compared to the SATA SSDs that I used. I may end up switching my 500GB SSD for a.Keep in mind this upgrade costs $70. No Budget Option: You may also consider buying multiple drives and running them in RAID to get better performance and redundancy
internally. You may also want to look into M.2 SSDs which can be far faster than SATA SSDs.Graphics Card This graphics card is currently considered the 'best bang for your buck.' It's not the top of the line but it's extremely powerful and allows 4K gaming and extremely fast video rendering in Premiere.Budget Option: No Budget Option: Case This is
a nice metal case with a windowed side panel. It gave us plenty of room to work and the fans are extremely quite. If you're building a cheaper computer you may not need a case this big and you could save a little money. No Budget Option: Optical Drive I'm not sure how much I will use this but since it was only $55 I decided to throw it in. Budget
Option: Power Supply We put a 650 watt power supply in our computer but an expert builder recommended that we suggest the instead for a longer lifecycle.It's only $20 more. Operating System Make sure that you buy Windows Pro and not Windows Home as it will not take advantage of all of our RAM. If you don't put an optical drive in your
machine you will still need to buy this DVD and use the product key. To install windows 10 you will need to create a bootable USB thumb drive using another Windows computer. Monitor These are our favorite 4K monitors.At $369 they are relatively affordable and the color and clarity is fantastic for the price. Keep in mind that if you are looking for
the fastest Lightroom performance, you may not want to buy a 4K monitor. If budget is important, I personally would much rather have two, cheaper monitors, rather than one nicer monitor. After working with dual monitors, you'll never want to go back to just one. Budget Option: No Budget Option: Keyboard and Mouse This is our favorite keyboard
and mouse by far. The mouse specifically is the best I have ever used. I think we own around 10 of them.Speakers This speaker system is the best sound for the money that we have ever heard. We did an entire post about this system.External Storage We have been running six computers off of this NAS for the last few years and it has never let us
down. Now that we are moving to 4K video we are starting to see some lagging in Premiere and so we are about to upgrade to the. Total Cost Desktop Cost: $2,500 Dual 4k Monitors: $740 Mouse and Keyboard: $115 Speaker System: $380 Total cost for our build: $3,735 Conclusion Up until this point I have purchased almost exclusively Alienware
desktop computers. These computers have worked well for us in the past but recently our building was hit by lighting and many of the components on these PCs were destroyed. Repairing these computers was very difficult in some cases and impossible for two of them because many of the proprietary parts were either unavailable or wildly
expensive.As I was choosing the parts for our build it didn't feel like I was going to build an ultra expensive machine but when you add everything together, the whole setup was over $3,300 which is higher than I expected. I tried to build out a similar Alienware machine and although I wasn't able to choose identical components, our build was
hundreds of dollars cheaper. If you buy a cheaper processor, SSD, graphics card, and monitors, your build should easily be $1,500-$2,000 cheaper than ours. Although it can take an hour or two to build one of these computers by hand, I really appreciated the ability to actually choose every single component myself and I have gained a new
understanding of how computers work. Inevitably in the future we will have hardware failures again and I feel far more confident about finding the parts and repairing this machine myself.From now on, all of our computers will be built in house. This is the first time we have covered this sort of thing on Fstoppers. If you appreciate this content please
let us know in the comments below and we will continue to update you guys on the hardware that we build in use in our office. Doesn't specify what kind, still 1GB/s is great. I do wonder if it's RAID for more performance, or just one die doing it on it's own.On the other hand I noticed how cryptic everything is presented, there are no names of
companies that made components, no model number/name etc. It's like buying a cat in a bag.I am sure all is made with good quality parts, but why leave this info out eludes me. I mean, they could do it so that people think it's made by Apple, but surely people aren't that dumb. I am referring to core components, such as CPU, mobo, RAM, storage,
etc.Building Filtron A New Photo Editing Platform For Mac ProWeird, cryptic. Anyway, thanks for answering the question, this is great performance machine, and made with balance in mind. Some of this advice is questionable at best. The new Ryzen processors destroy the Intel chips in both price/performance and multicore performance, and are
roughly on par in single core. If you're only using Photoshop and Lightroom amd vgas are better suited, especially in the budget segment, because of the better opencl support.Stick with Nvidia for premiere and cuda stuff though. And 4k on 24' is not a pleasant experience on windows because of the dpi scaling.27-40 is much better suited, and there
some great offers now in this category. Ryzen doesn't destroy Intel chips in multicore performance, and no - they're not roughly on par with Intel in Single Core performance. They lag behind by a good margin.Building Filtron A New Photo Editing Platform For Mac 2017I entirely agree Adobe is sandbagging it terms of multicore and GPU performance
in both Photoshop and Lightroom. But there isn't much else out there in terms of Photoshop competition. At least with Lightroom, we have Capture One Pro (thankfully - it's a multicore GPU beastie).If you're strictly using Photoshop and Lightroom, the 7700K, 7740X and 8700K are the clearcut choice for CPU. Even using a top of the line i5 is good
choice. If you use a mix of Photoshop and Capture One Pro 10, the 7820X is sweet spot. The 7820X has a higher single core frequency than Ryzen, and it's nearly identical to the 7700K in single core performance.Building Filtron A New Photo Editing Platform For MacThat's a big win for 8-core users who don't want to sacrifice single core
performance. I'm interested to see how the 8700K with a Radeon RX 580 would fair in terms of performance using Capture One Pro compared to the 7820X and a GTX 1080. A couple of comments on the article. You can save a few bucks if you go for the 'non K' cpu, which is the not overclockable version. That is, if you don't plan to overclock it in the
future, which requires a motherboard that allows it. For software that uses multiple cores a good choice could also be the new AMD Ryzen. Their top of the line cpus have 16 logical cores (8 physical) and they are quite cheap for the specs.The downside is the loss of thunderbolt support because it's an intel proprietary port 3. The builder expert is
correct to suggest a more powerful PSU, but not only because of future expandability. Power supplies have a rating that tells you how much of the power output is made available to the component instead of being wasted as heat. For this reason is good practice to look for high ratings on top of allowing some extra wattage. It's all relevant to the
software you use in your daily photo/video editing. As Lee posted, Adobe is late to the party (as usual) getting the new Ryzen 7 CPU architecture to function at peak performance. If and when Adobe catches up, then maybe it will matter.I build many massive video rendering computers for VFX editors and compositors, All of the proprietary software I
implement for these systems will only run on Intel chipped systems. Hopefully as more of the graphics industry adjusts to the Ryzen architecture, software will be written to take advantage of it. That's part of the 'game' between those 2 giants. AMD slept for a long time, and there is no surprise that most software is better suited to run on Intel.It
doesn't matter which is actually faster, some CPU can have 128 cores, but as long as there are no apps that use it, it will not perform as expected or better, as hoped. I base all of my workstations on Intel because of that fact. Not because I am a fanboy, or any such nonsense. Ultimately it comes down to software, and if I get 20% more performance,
even though I have 2x less cores, I don't care!People should understand that, before they decide on a platform. I see you understand that very well, AMD is an underdog, trying very hard to hop thru all those obstacles posted by software almost 'dedicated' to Intel, and we both know that emulation eats up a lot of resources.Access Labs Initiative in
Brooklyn is a new effort by WeWork and Flatiron School to expand access to coding via zero upfront tuition. It’s our belief that education — and especially coding education — should be accessible to underserved communities and students who otherwise might not be able to afford tuition. Located in Dumbo, Access Labs offers Flatiron School’s
unparalleled Software Engineering Immersive curriculum to those earning under $35,000 annually, and students pay tuition once securing a job. It’s not too good to be true — let’s make education accessible to everyone.Page 4 Belkin is one of the leading Small Office Networking devices manufacturer. In this tutorial we can see a direct method to
configure their Wireless Routers by accessing the web based setup page without using setup disc. Though Easy Setup reduce our time to configure a the device, to make custom changes, it is better do manual configuration. Manual setup gives more freedom to make custom changes in settings. There are many models of wireless routers like N150,
N300, N600DB, N750DB etc.Router Setup Page 192.168.11If you do not have access to router admin interface (via telnet or webbased gui), use the following method to find out router MAC address. Arp Command You need to use the arp command (available on both Windows, Linux/Unixish systems). Arp command manipulates the kernel’s ARP cache
in various ways.Router Setup Page 192.168.11Though there are many product models, you can use the same procedure to setup any model. Steps to Configure Belkin Wireless N Router. Connect Belkin Router To Your Computer & Modem This is the first step in configuring the device on your network. Connect devices as per the order provided below.
LAN Port of Modem is Connected to Internet Port of Belkin Device. LAN Port of the Router is connected to LAN port of Computer.Switch On the Router. Computer is Switched on. Modem is Switched off. Access Belkin Router setup Page To access web based setup page, type 192.168.2.1 on the address bar of the browser. The default Login IP address
of Belkin WiFi router is 192.168.2.1 By default there is no password set and you just simply click submit button to log on to setup page.Configure Internet On Belkin Router Click on Connection Type under Internet WAN and select the Internet connection you have from your ISP. There are mainly four different ways you can configure Internet
connection on your Belkin Router.They are:. Dynamic Connection to Configure For Cable Broadband. Static Connection. PPPoE Configuration.PPTP Configuration. Setup Belkin Router for Cable Modem. If you have Cable Internet connection, you should select Dynamic option and click next. In most cases you may need to type the host name provided
by Cable Internet Service Provider.In addition to this, to work with cable modem, you may need to clone the MAC address of your computer using the link/button Change WAN MAC Address. Use the clone button to copy MAC address of your computer. Click Apply Changes after entering the details. After having this step, Belkin will be ready to work
with your cable internet connection.This step is important because your Internet Service Provider recognize registered users using the MAC address of the PC used while activating the connection. If you use a different PC, your ISP will not allow it to access Internet because of non registered MAC address.By MAC address cloning feature we can
override this restriction. Setup Belkin Router for DSL Modem Using PPPoE. For most of the DSL Internet connections, you must select PPPoE Click Next. Enter the Username and password provided by your DSL Internet Service provider. Here you should enter the user name and password provided by your Internet Service Provider. After entering
the details you should click on save settings. Now your Belkin router is configured in PPPoE for DSL broadband connections.If you do not configure in PPPoE(means in bridge mode), you may need to enter username and password (provided by ISP) on your PC when ever you access Internet. Also you will not be able to share the broadband connection
in this bridge mode. Configure Belkin Router With Static IP Address. Select Static and click Next. Enter the Static IP Address provided by your ISP Click Apply Changes Setup Wireless Feature On Belkin Router To edit the wireless settings, click on Wireless tab in the setup page.You can edit the Wireless network name and wireless channel here.
Here I have customized certain WiFi settings with personalized information. Wireless name (SSID) is the name of your wireless network.The most recommended wireless channel is 6. You can use channel 1 and 11 too. Here I use my name as the SSID by removing the default name. It is important to change the default SSID to easily identify your
network.Enable Wireless Security To enable WiFi security, click on security under wireless tab and follow the instructions in the link below. You should update Firmware It is very important that you should update firmware after configuring the router. To know how to update the firmware click on the link below. Change the LAN settings on Belkin
Router You can change the router IP address and you can enable or disable the DHCP function using this window. By default belkin router IP address is 192.168.2.1 but you can change it to any other valid IP address.There are some other points you must care after configuring the device. One of them is to ensure the safety of the wireless network. It
is a nice practice to enable MAC address filtering to avoid any unauthorized access to your WiFi network. To learn how to enable MAC address filter, follow the link below.Cannot Go Online After Installing Belkin Router Some users says they were able to access Internet before adding Belkin router in their network. After installing the router, they are
not able to go online. There are so many reasons for this issue and we have an article about how to deal with such a situation.If you face such an issue on your network, follow the link below to fix it. Hellooo im sooo saddend and pissed of at Belkin!! I have belkin router,and i got a nintento Wii So i wanted to install the wireless for the wii but it wouldnt
work, so i called the Wii helpdesk they said call the router ppl. Soo i called belkin helpdesk. The dude said ill email you how to change your channel for the router. He did what he said then i ran in to the problem, in the email there is the link to the setup page ( 192.168.2.1) BUT ITS NOT WORKING.So i called them back and he said i dont know why
itst working. Sorry cant help you!!!!!!!!!!!!! Sooo can anyone help me. The default login IP address of Belkin router is 192.168.2.1 If it is not working try following things. Reset Belkin Router There is a reset button on Belkin router. Press that button for 30 seconds using a pen (make sure power light is blinking that time) 2. Power cycle router
Disconnect power from Belkin router for 30 seconds and connect it back 3.Connect computer to the first LAN port of the Belkin (make sure modem is not connected to the router) 4. Try to access Belkin Access Belkin setup page using 192.168.2.1 ip address If still facing issues,you should clear browser temporary files. Hope this will help you. I have a
Belkin N Wireless 75AC57, model F5D8236-4 v2 router.It was working good until I messed with it to try to add another wireless device (Nintendo DSi xl) and found that I had to change the security settings to do this. I didn't know what I was doing at that time. Now I've figured out what I should have done, but my Belkin Router icon has disappeared.
Cannot access the router default reset online webpage because it says the link is broken! Called Belkin helpdesk and that is what happened when they also tried to have me access this web page.I understand there is also a reset button on the router, but I cannot find it. I was told it is probably on the bottom of the router, but the only thing I see there
is the plastic stand that holds the router in a vertical stand-up position.I have tried to take the stand off, but it doesn't seem to come off, and I don't want to break that too! Any ideas from anyone? Hey Siju you really seem to be the only one online who can help me. I have called my ISP and Belkin help desk and neither can so far. First of all I have 2
Belkin N routers. The reason for this is my house is a little too big for the range of just one in the position where I had to put it - ie at one side of the house. I bought another one to try and set it up as a repeater.The trouble is when plug out my internet cable from the router and I go to try and setup the router my default gateway address in ipconfig is
gone. I'm afraid to reset the router completely because it took me ages originally to get just the one router working. Is there a simple way to get these two speaking? You would really be helping me out. I don't know where else to post on this POS router (F5D8235-4 v2), but I'm probably going to toss it in the garbage if I can't find a workaround. All I
want to do is give the router a PASSWORD other than the default password of BLANK.When you go to the change password page and type in your new one (remember the old one is blank or empty), it ALWAYS barks back saying 'Current Password is invalid'! The current password is blank, so an empty input box should suffice, right? I tried other
browsers with the same results (FF, IE, Opera). Madness, I tell you. Dear technical assistance: I need your advice concerning with 'BELKIN F5D8231-4 V1000 ROUTER' which I use. I wanted update the program (Firmware Update) with V5000 but it automatically cancelled and said that I used wrong update.After that I cant connect to my computer
for going to this(192.168.2.1 ) address. Also I tried to push RESET button, but it's also didn't helped. How can I restore the program. After ' Firmware Update ' it's can't connect to local network and couldn't find it's address (192.168.2.1). I tried RESET but its also didn't help and the routers blue light blink all the time. Also I tried to do 30/30/30 hard
reset ( I read it in forums) but again no result.How can I return the program? Sincerely, Vahe Khachatryan E-MAIL V.XACHATRYAN@MAIL.RU. Hi Vahe Khachatryan, The default login IP of BELKIN F5D8231-4 V1000 ROUTER is 192.168.2.1 Even if you are not able to access the router webpage via this IP address, it means you did not reset the
router properly. To do proper reset for your Belkin router follow the steps below. Locate the reset hole on the Belkin router 2. Use pen to press the reset hole for 30 seconds (make sure the power light of Belkin router is blinking 3. Take of your hands from reset button and wait till the light is steady.Do a power cycle for your Belkin router. Now try to
Upload firmware from the Belkin router firmware upgrade page. (I mean from Belkin web based setup page). Great advice on this site well done guys, I have a belkin f5d8233-4v3 problem, I went round to help an old friend connect their new pc to their wireless network, I thought it would be as simple as finding the wireless network pressing connect
and job done but although their network name is available I cannot connect their new pc and have even tried my iPhone 4 bit same message displayed when I click to connect, there is no password on the router and all we get is unable to join the network Can anyone help an old timer out lol Cheers.How to Setup Belkin wireless router – We Consider
Belkin Routers are the Best Home Wireless Routers. Belkin router can be setup using just Few simple steps.Few Things You Need Upfront To setup Belkin Wireless Router Internet Connection From Your Internet service Provider Like At&t, Comcast, Verizon Or Any Other Provider. Ethernet Cable (Normal Internet Cable) Mostly RJ45 (For Connecting
Modem To Belkin Router ) A Computer (Optional) for more visit good luck.Page 5 Psiphon is a special type of software that helps make sure that the Internet truly is the free place that it is intended to be. The programme breaks through government blocks and restrictions on sites to make sure everyone can have access to the content they
want.Psiphon for iPhone and Mac Till now we have seen some web browsers like Mercury Browser, CM Browser, and Google Chrome. They won't help in accessing the restricted websites. But, Psiphon app lets you access the unrestricted internet without issues. So in this article, I will be guiding you on Psiphon app.Psiphon Alternative For Mac
OsPsiphon 3 MacPsiphon Alternatives For MacPsiphon for iPhone 0n iOS 10.3.2, iOS 9/8 to Access Unrestricted Internet Psiphon is being the best way to browse the internet and we can say that it is one of the best alternatives to various other VPNs.There's no need of an alternative if you have an Android device with you. The idea is to forward the
traffic from your Linux machine to the Android device running Psiphon.Follow these steps:. Install Psiphon on your Android device. Once installed, always make sure the ' Tunnel Whole Device' option is checked. Tap connect and verify Internet connectivity (Redundant but necessary).Install SSHdroid on your Android device. By far the best SSH server
app I've ever come across. Start the SSH server. If necessary, change the SSH port from 22 (default) to some other number, say 5555.Now, we somehow need to forward the traffic on your Linux machine to the Android device which is running Psiphon. By doing so, we are effectively connecting your Linux machine to the Internet through Psiphon via
your Android device. To do so, make sure your Linux machine and the Android device are in the same LAN and then, fire up the terminal on your Linux machine and type ssh -D 8000 -fCqN username@address -p 5555. The details of this command are beautifully explained in which I highly recommend you to read. In brief, this command creates a local
SOCKS proxy server at 127.0.0.1:8000 which maintains a SSH tunnel that connects your Linux machine and the Android device.Use 'username@address' given by SSHdroid. The default password is admin. We now need to forward the traffic to this server using sytem-wide proxy and the rest will be taken care of by this server.If on Ubuntu, go to
System settings Network Network Proxy. Select Method: Manual. Put 127.0.0.1 in the Socks host field and change the port to 8000 (as used in the command). At this step, by forcing system-wide proxy, we are forwarding our traffic to 127.0.0.1:8000 where our local SOCKS proxy server is running which then forwards the traffic to the Android device
through the SSH tunnel, which ultimately means your Linux machine is effectively using Psiphon.If this works for you, you can probably write a script and automate the entire process. Other direct alternatives to Psiphon are highly limited in either bandwidth or data or both, but so is Psiphon as of today. To get around this, use Psiphon client version
103 for literally unlimited access. Have you tried I2P? I don't know all the functionalities of Psiphon but I2P is pretty good and simple to use. And it's open-source.In case you want to use it, you need to either add the repository to your sources, or download the.deb file and install it manually. I recommend the former as it will update automatically
(after a sudo apt-get update of course) whenever a newer stable release appears. To install from repositories, run the following in a terminal: sudo apt-add-repository ppa:i2p-maintainers/i2p # this adds the PPA to your sources sudo apt-get update sudo apt-get install i2p To install from a file, download the.deb from the website, open a terminal,
navigate to the.deb file and run: sudo dpkg -i file.deb sudo apt-get install -f That's it.Now, you might not be aware of. There you have a huge list of software.As you can see I2P is recommended by a lot of users. But you might want to check another one. I have only user ToR and I2P.Psiphon For PC: Hello friends, welcome to the latest article on how to
download psiphon for pc windows or mac. If you are facing problems with restricted internet and want to access unrestricted internet for all websites and IP addresses then psiphon pc version is the best application for you. Pisphon lets you to access full internet on pc/laptop without any limits. Psiphon app is intially developed for
Android smartphones and tablet devices only, but soon after it’s success, they released psiphon for windows pc. If you are looking for how to download and install psiphon for pc or psiphon 3 for pc etc, then simply follow this article. In this article we provide you complete guide on how to download psiphon for pc windows 8,7,10,xp or mac
computers.Psiphon app is developed by using latest advanced technologies like VPN, SSH and HTTP proxy technologies to keep users connected to the internet all the time without any restrictions. Psiphon vpn software is built on technology that connects people to access restricted or blocked internet across the globe. It allows you to access to
websites and services which are censored, blocked or otherwise unavailable sites all over the world. It is the best tool for accessing the full Internet without any restrictions. Before going to psiphon download for pc lets have a look at some of the main features of psiphon pc latest version. Download Psiphon For PC Windows 10,8,7,XP / Mac Computer:
Features of Psiphon for pc version:. Browser or VPN (whole-device) mode allows you to choose whether to tunnel everything or just your web browser. Automatic selection of protocols to provide effective, reliable circumvention every time. Easy to download and install.No registration, subscription, or configuration required. View how much traffic you
have used with in app stats tracking. Featured on BestVPN.com:.Psiphon is an open source project subject to credible security auditing and open review. Free to download and use forpersonal use. Most popular apps -, Download Psiphon For Windows 10,8.1,8,7,XP Latest Version: Psiphon vpn software is available in many versions like psiphon 2,
psiphon 3 and psiphon 4,5. Among them psiphon 3 is the most popular version. You can download psiphon for windows 8 / 7,10,xp versions easily using psiphon.exe file. Click on the below link to download psiphon 3 for windows pc.After downloading psiphon.exe file install on computer same as like other applications and to get complete details about
psiphon on how to install and use psiphon on pc vistit their. You can also download psiphon for windows 7,8,10,xp / mac using alternative methods ie., by using bluestacks android emulator. Simply follow the below steps to get psiphon for pc free download in easy manner. Steps To Download Psiphon For PC Windows 8,8.1,7,10,XP / Mac using
Bluestacks Android Emulator: Android emulators are used to download and install all kinds of android apps & games on pc. To get Psiphon download for pc you need to have any one of the android emulator on your pc.We recommend you to use Bluestacks android emulator. It is the No 1 emulator to run android apps and games on pc/laptop.If you
don’t have bluestacks on your computer, then simply click on the below link to download. After downloading the bluestacks emulator simply follow the steps shown below to download psiphon for windows 7,8,10 or xp version. Open bluestacks app on you desktop and navigate to Android tab and click on search icon. Type Psiphon in search box and
click on search play for psiphon as shown in the below image.Psiphon Alternative For Mac OsYou are redirected to Play Store and choose original app to install. Click on install option and wait for some time to complete the installation process.Psiphon 3 MacAfter installing the app navigate to Bluestacks Android tab - All apps- find psiphon app in
bluestacks and start browsing unlimited internet using psiphon windows verison. Run ios apps on android - If you are facing any problems while installing psiphon for computer or pc, don’t worry. We also have another method to download psiphon for windows pc by using apk file. How To Install Psiphon For PC Windows / Mac using Psiphon Apk File:
In this method, first you need to download psiphon apk file and install it using bluestacks app. You can download apk file from official website or any third party websites.Simply click on the below link to download the apk file. After downloading the file open bluestacks app and find the apk install option and install psiphon apk file and wait for some
time to complete the process. After installing navigate to bluestacks android tab- All apps - find psiphon app and start using it.With this we come to the end article on how to download psiphon for pc windows 10,8.1,8,7,xp or mac computers. If you still have any problems regarding this article feel free to contact us. Share this information with your
friends on social media.Page 6 Heading Rita Rigatoni 101 Hamburgler Drive Warburg, CT, 00900 Cell: (555) 987-1234 example-email@example.com Summary EMR Consultant maintains, updates and controls Electronic Medical Reports (EMR). Converts paper documents into digital records, updates database using macros and reports on any
discrepancies found in the electronic medical database.Specializes in writing queries and macros. Highlights.Reporting. Analytical.Jul 26, 2010 - HIT Vendor Executives on the Final Meaningful Use Regulations. Rule was out before investing in an EHR and taking advantage of the incentives. But it also brings physicians and nurses into the automation
end-game. States in a much broader format than it has ever received a before. Kipp lassiter. After the review, providers receive a letter detailing the results. HIM and IT also need to work together to develop best practices for EHR use and maintenance. EMR Consultant maintains, updates and controls Electronic Medical Reports (EMR). Converts
paper documents into digital records, updates database using macros and reports on any discrepancies found in the electronic medical database.Mathematical. Macros. Queries.Problem-solving. Attention-to-detail. Computer programming. Spoken and written communication skills Work Experience October 2006 to May 2008 Warburg Health Care
Management – Warburg, CT EMR Consultant – Reviewed patient electronic medical records as directed by doctors.Use Automated Letters As An Emr Template Kip Medical Software Free– Completed an average of 21 x records assessments per shift. – Updated computer database records using queries and macros. June 2008 to April 2011 Data Entry
For Us – Warburg, CT EMR Consultant – Developed data entry rules for updating, reviewing and managing employee records. – Trained groups of 21 x staff members on proper medical coding rules. – Reported results of electronic medical records upgrades in newsletter. May 2011 to January 2014 Warburg Connecticut Medical Depository – Warburg,
CT EMR Consultant – Collected statistics for doctors based on recovery from various ailments.Use Automated Letters As An Emr Template Kip Medical Software Download– Completed an average of 31 x assessments each day. – Created monthly reports on electronic medical records statistics. Education 2002 Warburg College, Warburg, CT Bachelors,
Healthcare Management.Page 7 Speech Central is a feature-packed, text-to-speech software with years of development history culminating in an easy-to-use tool that just works. Start listening, pause. Freemium Mac Windows Android iPhone Windows S.GhostReader Plus provides the ultimate Text to Speech authoring solution allowing you to quickly
and easily write, edit and markup your text with speech Tags. Create beautiful audiobooks, lively podcasts or proofread your screenplay with all characters having their own voice.GhostReader 1.5 takes Mac text-to-speech to the next level Sign in to follow this. GhostReader 1.5 takes Mac text-to-speech to the next level. By news, May 14, 2008 in
Upcoming News. Recommended Posts. News 28 news 28 stranger; Members; 28 80899 posts.GhostReader is an easy to use, fully customizable Text to Speech app that allows you to listen to written text on your Mac. Read selected texts from other applications, import texts in almost every format and listen to them on the go.Ghostreader : Easy To
Use Text-to-speech For Mac FreeWhether you’re a creative professional, teacher or simply prefer to listen to written texts, GhostReader’s intuitive design and extensive range of customization features help you to effortlessly save time, improve your work or enhance your learning experience. Note: This application contains in-app and/or external
module purchases. What's New in GhostReader.GhostReader is an easy to use, fully customizable Text to Speech app that allows you to listen to written text on your Mac. Read selected texts from other applications, import texts in almost every format and listen to them on the go. Whether you’re a creative professional, teacher or simply prefer to
listen to written texts, GhostReader’s intuitive design and extensive range of customization features help you to effortlessly save time, improve your work or enhance your learning experience.Ghostreader : Easy To Use Text-to-speech For Mac DownloadNote: This application contains in-app and/or external module purchases.Page 8 Targus Optical
Bluetooth Mouse Bluetooth Software: Mac 1. Go to the Bluetooth icon located on your desktop or in the system bar and click the icon to begin setup. Select “Turn Bluetooth On” to enable the device. Shop for wireless keyboards & wireless mice from Targus. Full QWERTY keyboards & ergonomically designed computer mice with Bluetooth, USB, and
wired connection types. I am trying to pair my Targus bluetooth mouse with my Macbook Pro. In System Preferences/Bluetooth, it does not discover the mouse.The Good Mac-like design stands out from the crowd; tiny USB receiver doesn't get in the way; optical sensor instead of scroll wheel is an interesting innovation; curved, ergonomic shape. The
Bad A bit big for mobile MacBook users; optical scroll sensor isn't the best for super-accurate scrolling. The Bottom Line Targus' new Wireless Mouse for Mac replaces the scroll wheels and trackballs found on other mice with a clever optical sensor.It takes some getting used to, but is great for four-way scrolling. Visit for details. MacBook users (and
desktop Mac users as well) are often as enamored of their hardware's look as its performance, so a healthy side industry has popped up for accessories that share Apple's basic design cues. Accessory maker Targus has a new line of Mac-flavored devices, including this one, called, simply, the Wireless Mouse for Mac.A similar Bluetooth model, the, is
also available. This $49 mouse has an all-white body, and even though the latest MacBooks are all aluminum, white is still the universal Mac color in many minds.There are large left and right mouse buttons, plus two small programmable thumb buttons on the left side of the base. The mouse is powered by two AA batteries, and a mini USB dongle is
hidden inside the battery compartment, which is accessed by lifting off the top of the mouse. The receiver only sticks out from the USB port a few millimeters when in use, so you can leave it plugged in all the time without it getting in the way. At 4.6 inches long by 2.5 inches wide by 1.5 inches tall (at its highest point), it's a bit big for travel, although
the body design, which curves up in the middle and tapers at either end, is comfortable even for long stretches. The most striking aspect of the Targus Wireless Mouse for Mac (and its Bluetooth cousin) is the small, dime-size, round, optical sensor that sits between the two mouse buttons in place of a traditional scroll wheel. Targus calls the concept
'four-way touch scroll,' and its functionality is similar to that of a trackball.The scroll zone is very sensitive, which makes scrolling up and down long Web pages a snap, but makes precision scrolling nearly impossible. Since the optical sensor has no moving parts, the lack of any tactile feedback under your finger makes it hard to, for example, scroll up
or down just a single line or two in a document. Still, it's an intriguing idea, and with practice, becomes easier to use.It also works well for zipping through wide spreadsheets.Among the myriad uses for a laptop is giving presentations using PowerPoint or, for Mac users, Keynote. In fact, for many notebook owners, it's a primary use. Those who move
around while speaking know the value of being able to control your presentation from across the room or stage, and Apple's recent laptops include an infrared sensor that provides basic remote control of your slides using Apple's Remote. But the Remote, while compact and light, lacks features and works only if you've got a direct line of sight

between the remote and your MacBook's infrared sensor. If giving presentations is one of your primary duties, Targus's Bluetooth Presenter is a more-capable alternative to Apple's Remote. At 5.1 inches long, 1.7 inches wide, and 1 inch thick, the Presenter is chunky, but that size makes it large enough to feel solid in your hand, but small enough that
even those with small hands should be able to hold and use the Presenter comfortably. The sides and bottom of the Presenter are covered in matte plastic that offers a bit more grip than the glossy finish of Apple's Remote, and at just under 4 ounces, the Presenter feels considerably heftier without adding much weight to your laptop bag.The
Presenter, a Mac-only product that's part of the line, uses Bluetooth wireless instead of infrared, which means better range without requiring a direct line of sight; you can use the Presenter from up to 33 feet (10 meters) away from your Mac, even if there are objects in between. Pairing the remote with your Mac is a simple, one-time process, much
like the one you'd use to pair a Bluetooth mouse. Targus claims the Presenter will get up to six months of use from two AA batteries. (I haven't used the Presenter long enough to test that claim.) The Presenter offers considerably more functionality than Apple's Remote, split between two modes: Presenter and Mouse. You switch between these modes
using a slider switch on the face of the remote.In addition to this slider, the remote hosts a circular button surrounded by two large arrow buttons, left and right; and two smaller buttons near the top edge. A rocker switch on the right-hand side lets you adjust your Mac's volume level, and there's a power button on the left. In Presenter mode, the
large arrow buttons let you move forward or back in your presentation; the smaller button on the right starts your presentation; and the smaller button on the left blanks the screen during the presentation.Mouse Targus Bluetooth For Macbook ProThe circular button activates the Presenter's built-in laser pointer. In Mouse mode, the left arrow button
acts as a standard mouse click; the right arrow button acts as a control/right-click; and the circular button becomes a touch-sensitive control pad that lets you move your mouse cursor around your Mac's screen-sort of like a tiny trackpad. (Targus calls this optical touch pad the Touch Scroll.) In Mouse mode, the two smaller buttons are programmable
using Targus's downloadable Mac driver, currently at version 1.0.0b1. (I found that all features except the programmable buttons worked without the driver installed.) The Presenter's Mouse mode worked better than I expected; I was able to control my MacBook's mouse cursor adequately, despite the small size-less than half an inch across-of the
sensor. However, you definitely lose accuracy compared to a mouse or the laptop's built-in trackpad, and because the Touch Scroll is so small, it takes several swipes to move your cursor from one side of the screen to the other. In other words, you won't want to use the Presenter as your primary input device; it's for occasionally controlling your
cursor during presentations.Targus's driver is technically still beta software right now, but it worked well during my testing. Using a new Targus pane in System Preferences, you can choose whether the Presenter's two programmable buttons are configured for Keynote or PowerPoint (the two programs use different control schemes), and you can
also choose custom actions for those buttons when the Presenter is in Mouse mode. Available actions include launching an application, performing a keystroke, running an AppleScript, as well as a number of predefined functions.Targus Bluetooth Mouse SetupThose functions include eject, print screen, select all, volume up or down, mute, Expose
actions, Dashboard, play/pause iTunes, and back or forward in Firefox. Unfortunately, you can't choose different actions for different programs; you get only a single custom action per button. For a configuration example, I set the left programmable button to perform the keystroke Command+H in Mouse mode, setting the right programmable button
to launch Keynote. With these settings, if I need to do a live demo during a presentation, I just flip to Mouse mode and press the left programmable button to hide Keynote; when I'm done, I press the right programmable button to switch back to Keynote, right where I left off.Mouse Targus Bluetooth For Mac ProThe Targus software's interface is
somewhat confusing. When I first attempted to configure the Presenter, I interpreted the interface, shown at right, as letting you choose different custom button settings for Keynote and PowerPoint. However, these settings are independent: first you choose which presentation software you use, which determines the behavior of the various buttons in
Presenter mode; then you configure the custom button settings for Mouse mode. The Presenter isn't the most-configurable presentation remote I've seen, but it offers a good deal of functionality while keeping the number of buttons to a minimum.(Some remotes offer so many buttons that it's difficult to keep track of which is which-not good when
giving an important presentation.) In addition, the buttons the Presenter does provide are shaped obviously and arranged intuitively; it's easy to use the remote by feel without having to worry that you're going to accidentally press the wrong button. It's not an inexpensive accessory, but if you're a Keynote or PowerPoint pro, it's definitely worth
checking out. This story, 'Targus Bluetooth Presenter' was originally published.Page 9 Wikileaks On Twitter Mcafee Releases Detection Tool For MacIntel Security (McAfee) Releases Rootkit Scanner Following Vault 7 CIA Leak Intel Security, soon to be rebranded as McAfee again, released on Wednesday a scanner that. WikiLeaks released the first
batch from the Vault 7 project in March, containing a total of 8,761 documents. Some of the latest releases were dedicated to a CIA project targeting SMS messages sent and receive on Android devices and to CIA tools for stealthy hacking of Apple’s operating system. The MNE for Mac Remote Provisioning Tool, requires a system restart before being
able to communicate with the ePO server. McAfee Management of Native Encryption (MNE) 4.1.1.x and earlier releases McAfee ePO Remote Provisioning Tool Mac FileVault For details of MNE supported environments, see KB-79375.Wikileaks On Twitter Mcafee Releases Detection Tool For MacThe latest revelations about the U.S. Government’s
powerful hacking tools potentially takes surveillance right into the homes and hip pockets of billions of users worldwide, showing how a remarkable variety of everyday devices can be turned to spy on their owners. Televisions, smartphones and even anti-virus software are all vulnerable to CIA hacking, according to the WikiLeaks documents released
Tuesday. The capabilities described include recording the sounds, images and the private text messages of users, even when they resort to encrypted apps to communicate. While many of the attack technologies had been previously discussed at cybersecurity conferences, experts were startled to see evidence that the CIA had turned so many
theoretical vulnerabilities into functioning attack tools against staples of modern life. These include widely used Internet routers, smartphones, and Mac and Windows computers.
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